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Abstract. An important task of testing a telecommunication protocol
consists in analysing logs. The goal of log analysis is to check that the
timing and the content of transmitted messages comply with specifica-
tion. In order to perform such checks, protocols can be described using a
constraint modelling language. In this paper we focus on a complex pro-
tocol where some messages can be delayed. Simply introducing variables
for possible delays for all messages in the constraint model can drasti-
cally increase the complexity of the problem. However, some delays can
be calculated, but this calculation is difficult to do by hand and to justify.
We present an industrial application of the Coq proof assistant to prove
a property of a 4G protocol and validate a constraint model. By using
interactive theorem proving we derived constraints for message delays of
the protocol and found missing constraints in the initial model.

Keywords: Testing of telecommunication protocol
Constraint programming · Formal proof · Coq

1 Introduction

We presented in [11] a constraint model of a telecommunication protocol that
broadcasts public warning messages [1]. The goal was to check that the message
transmission conforms to specification by analysing logs. We used the constraint
modelling language MiniZinc [15] to model the protocol and to find solutions
that indicated errors in logs. We used this approach to analyze both real and
generated logs. Since some messages of the protocol can be delayed, introducing
a delay for every message increases the complexity of the model. However, it is
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possible to derive a formula for some delays, which simplifies the problem to be
solved by a constraint solver. We manually derived the delays in [11], but we did
not prove the correctness of the derivation.

In this work we use the Coq proof assistant [20] to derive and prove the for-
mula for delays of some messages. By using Coq we found necessary assumptions
that should be made on parameters of the constraint model. We also found miss-
ing constraints in [11]. By using Coq we are guaranteed that resulting calcula-
tions are correct. Furthermore because certain properties of the model had to be
proved and derived it was more appropriate to use a proof assistant rather than a
computer algebra system. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
presents Constraint Programming and the Coq proof assistant. Section 3 is an
overview of the telecommunication protocol that we analyse. Section 4 presents
the constraint model on which our proofs in Coq are based. Section 5 presents
a property of the protocol we explore and a new constraint model for delays.
Section 6 describes proof steps in Coq.

2 Preliminaries

In this section we present very briefly, both constraint programming and the
proof assistant Coq.

Constraint Programming [18] (CP) is a framework for modelling and solv-
ing combinatorial problems including verification and optimisation tasks. A con-
straint problem is specified as a set of decision variables that have to be assigned
values so that the given constraints on these variables are satisfied, and option-
ally so that a given objective function is minimised or maximised. We use italic
to distinguish decision variables from parameters in the constraints.

MiniZinc [15] is a constraint modelling language, which has gained popular-
ity recently due to its high expressivity and large number of available solvers
that support it. It also contains many useful modelling abstractions such as
quantifiers, sets, arrays, and a rich set of global constraints. All the constraints
presented in this paper are shown in a form that is very close to their MiniZinc
version.

Coq [20] is an interactive proof assistant based on constructive type theory,
more precisely, the calculus of inductive constructions. It also has a trustworthy
kernel [2]. Coq allows the user to state theorems, write proofs that are verified
according to the Curry-Howard isomorphism, and thus checking is reduced to
type checking. It is also possible to write and verify algorithms. Proofs are written
with the help of tactics (a.k.a. proof commands). Coq has many basic tactics,
including tactics for unfolding definitions, but also more complex ones, e.g. doing
arithmetic reasoning, or applying inductive proof schemes. Coq also provides a
rich library of high-level tactics that automates many low level details. Coq has
been used successfully in many projects of large scale such a formal proof of the
four colour theorem [10] or the construction of an optimising compiler for C [14].
Interactive theorem provers differ from automatic theorem provers, such as SMT
or SAT solvers, in that the user has to guide the tool to produce the proof.
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3 Protocol Overview

Our case study is the Earthquake and Tsunami Warning System (ETWS) that is
a part of the Public Warning System [1]. Its purpose is to broadcast emergency
information to all the users in a certain area when earthquake or tsunami is
imminent. We do not present all details of the protocol, but only the part that
we used in the Coq development.

Write− ReplaceWarningRequest{
WarningType : ′0580′H
rPer : 30
nBR : 4
WarningMessageContents : ′41424344′H

}

Fig. 1. Warning message of combined type

There are three participants in the protocol that we consider: the network
entity, a radio base station and the user equipments. By receiving a warning
message from a network entity, the radio base station broadcasts paging mes-
sages and system information messages to the user equipments. In this work
we focus on paging messages. Periodicity of paging messages depends on the
type of warning message as shown in Figs. 2 and 4. Warning messages can be of
three different kinds depending on its content: messages can be primary notifica-
tions, and/or secondary notifications. So the type of a warning message can be
primary, secondary, or combined. A primary notification is a very simple mes-
sage indicating a type of imminent danger, e.g. “earthquake”, while a secondary
notification message contains more detailed text data. Warning messages of com-
bined type include both. Paging message is used to inform user equipment about
the presence of primary notification and/or secondary notification.

In Fig. 1 is shown an example of the content of a warning message, where only
information elements relevant to this work are included. The parameter rPer is
in seconds and is used to calculate periodicity of paging messages of secondary
notifications. The parameter nBR represents the number of paging messages of
secondary notifications.

The periodicity of paging messages of primary notifications is equal to the
default paging cycle dPC and the number of paging messages of primary notifica-
tions is ndPC that is configured in radio base station. The periodicity of paging
messages of secondary notifications is a multiple of dPC.

Figures 2 and 4 illustrate interleaving of paging messages of primary and
secondary notifications.

In Fig. 2 is shown the acquisition of paging messages by the user equipment
after the radio base station receives a first warning message of primary type
and then a warning message of combined type. The user equipment first reads
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Fig. 2. An example of acquiring paging messages by user equipment transmitted by
radio base station after receiving warning message of primary type and warning message
of combined type. Different shapes on the top of the vertical lines represent different
types of warning messages.
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Fig. 4. An example of acquiring paging messages by user equipment transmitted by
radio base station after receiving warning message of secondary type and warning
message of primary type.
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Fig. 5. An example of acquiring paging messages by user equipment transmitted by
radio base station after receiving warning message of combined type.
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three messages of primary notification corresponding to warning message 1. After
warning message 2 is received by the radio base station, it starts to transmit
paging messages of primary and secondary notifications, since warning message
2 has combined type. Figure 2 illustrates replacement of warning messages. If
the radio base station receives a new warning message of primary type, while
transmitting paging messages of primary notification of the previous warning
message, then the radio base station starts to transmit paging messages of new
primary notification. Similar replacement can occur for secondary notifications.

In Fig. 4 is shown the acquisition of paging messages by user equipment
after the radio base station receives first warning message of secondary type and
then warning message of primary type. The radio base station transmits paging
messages of secondary type and after receiving warning message 2 it starts to
transmit paging messages of primary type.

4 Constraint Model

In [11] we introduced a constraint model that had constraints on timestamps and
content of messages broadcast by a radio base station, including paging messages.
It is a discrete time model, since we deal with timestamps. The goal was to
check that timing and content of messages in the logs comply with specification.
Logs contain messages of 4 different types including paging messages. We used
simulators for both network and user equipment entities, and our system under
test is a radio base station. In this section we introduce a constraint model for
paging messages in more details than in [11].

For each warning message we know the timestamp corresponding to the
sending time. Figure 3 shows transmission of five warning messages. Since warn-
ing messages can contain primary and/or secondary notifications, we construct
array delayPN that defines timestamps of transmission of primary notifica-
tions by network entity and array delaySN that defines timestamps of trans-
mission of secondary notifications. The array delayPN has nPrim elements and
the array delaySN has nSec elements. Timestamp of the first warning message
is 0 and the message is of combined type. This means that delayPN1 = 0 and
delaySN1 = 0. The second warning message is of primary type and has times-
tamp delayPN2. The third warning message is of secondary type and has times-
tamp delaySN2. The fourth warning message is also of secondary type and has
timestamp delaySN3. The last warning message is of combined type and hence
has two equal timestamps delayPN3 and delaySN4.

Paging messages of primary and secondary notifications have different peri-
odicity and we need to distinguish them in order to check that messages in the
log comply with specification. Therefore we introduce a two dimensional array
of correct timestamps of paging messages of primary notification PagPN of size
nPrim · ndPC, and another two dimensional array of correct timestamps of sec-
ondary notification PagSN of size nSec · nBRmax, where nBRmax is the maximum
number in the array nBR of numbers of paging messages of secondary notifica-
tions. We post constraints on these arrays which calculate periodicity of paging
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messages. Periodicity of paging messages of primary notification is equal to dPC
as shown in Fig. 5. The time difference between two consecutive paging messages
of secondary notification depends on dPC and the repetition period rPer of the
notification, and can take two different values a and b for the same notification
as shown in Fig. 5. Integer decision variable delay in Fig. 5 represents the delay
of first paging message that is the time difference between time when radio base
station starts to transmit primary notification and/or secondary notification and
the time user equipment reads first paging message.

The arrays delayPN and delaySN represent the timestamps of the warning
messages sent to the radio base station by a network entity. Since some vari-
able delay can occur, we introduce arrays of decision variables delayPN50 and
delaySN50 which represent the delay of each warning message. We assume that
delays are between 0 and 50 ms.

We post a constraint to guarantee that if delayPNi = delaySNj then the
equality delayPN50 i = delaySN50 j holds, 1 ≤ i ≤ nPrim and 1 ≤ j ≤ nSec.
Since the exact number of paging messages depends on delay , delayPN50 and
delaySN50 , we set PagPN and PagSN to −1 to define missing paging messages.

Constraint (1) defines the timestamp of the first paging message of the first
primary notification.

IF (delayPN1 = 0)
PagPN 1,1 = 0

ELSEIF (nPrim > 1)
((r < delayPN2 − delay ∧ PagPN 1,1 = r)∨
(r ≥ delayPN2 − delay ∧ PagPN 1,1 = −1)∨
(r ≥ delayPN2 − delay∧

r < delayPN2 − delay + 50 ∧ PagPN 1,1 = r∧
delayPN50 2 > r − delayPN2 + delay))

ELSE
PagPN 1,1 = r (1)

where r = roundupdPC(delayPN1 − delay + delayPN50 1) and

∀y ∈ N roundupdPC(y) = y + dPC − 1 − ((y + dPC − 1) mod dPC) (2)

Constraint (2) rounds y to the smallest integer that is greater or equal to y and
a multiple of dPC. The constraint (2) is used to define timestamps of paging
messages which are multiples of dPC.

Constraint (3) defines timestamp of first paging message of ith primary noti-
fication, 1 < i < nPrim.

(∀1 < i < nPrim)
((r < delayPNi+1 − delay ∧ PagPN i,1 = r)∨
(r ≥ delayPNi+1 − delay ∧ PagPN i,1 = −1)∨
(r ≥ delayPNi+1 − delay ∧ r < delayPNi+1 − delay + 50 ∧ PagPN i,1 = r∧

delayPN50 i+1 > r − delayPNi+1 + delay))
(3)
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where r = roundupdPC(delayPNi − delay + delayPN50 i).
Constraint (4) defines the timestamp of the first paging message of the last

primary notification
IF (nPrim > 1)

PagPN nPrim,1 = r (4)

where r = roundupdPC(delayPNnPrim − delay + delayPN50 nPrim)
By replacing delayPN by delaySN, delayPN50 by delaySN50 and nPrim by

nSec, in (1), (3) and (4) we obtain a formula for calculating timestamps of first
paging messages of secondary notification.

Constraint (5) defines the timestamp of (k + 1)th paging message of ith
primary notification, 1 ≤ i < nPrim

(∀1 ≤ i < nPrim)(∀1 ≤ k < ndPC)
(PagPN i,k �= −1 ∧ PagPN i,k + dPC < delayPNi+1 − delay + delayPN50 i+1∧
PagPN i,k+1 = PagPN i,k + dPC)

∨
(PagPN i,k �= −1 ∧ PagPN i,k + dPC ≥ delayPNi+1 − delay + delayPN50 i+1∧

PagPN i,k+1 = −1)
∨
(PagPN i,k = −1 ∧ PagPN i,k+1 = −1)

(5)
Constraint (6) defines timestamp of (k+1)th paging message of the last primary
notification

(∀1 ≤ k < ndPC)
PagPN nPrim,k+1 = PagPN nPrim,k + dPC (6)

Constraint (7) defines timestamp of (k + 1)th paging message of jth secondary
notification, 1 ≤ j ≤ nSec, 1 ≤ k < nBRj .

(∀1 ≤ j ≤ nSec)(∀1 ≤ k < nBRj)
IF (PagSN j,k ≥ 0 ∧ (j = nSec ∨ PagSN j,1 + r <

delaySNj+1 − delay + delaySN50 j+1))
PagSN j,k+1 = PagSN j,1 + r

ELSE
PagSN j,k+1 = −1 (7)

where r = roundupdPC(rPerj ·k−(PagSN j,1−delaySNj −delaySN50 j +delay))
We based our proofs in Coq on the structure of the constraints presented in this
section.

5 A New Constraint Model for Delays

In this section we focus on the property of the protocol introduced in Sect. 5.1,
which helped us to design a better constraint model presented in Sect. 5.2. A new
constraint model includes constraints that were missing in [11]. The constraints
presented in Sect. 5.2 were obtained by interactive theorem proving with Coq.
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5.1 A Property of the Protocol

Variable message delay increases complexity of the protocol drastically. A radio
base station can read a warning message sent by the network entity with some
delay. Introducing for each message a variable that represents delay between 0
and 50 would result in combinatorial explosion. Our goal is to find a formula to
compute delay based on the structure of the constraint model of the protocol that
eliminates some values and make it easier for a constraint solver to find a solution.
Constraints in Sect. 4, which calculate periodicity of paging messages, contain
delays delayPN50 and delaySN50 . If we constrain the values of delayPN50 and
delaySN50 , the new constraint model of the protocol should have a property
that the array of timestamps of paging messages PagPN and PagSN will not
change.

5.2 Constraints for Delay

The major impact of the delays delayPN50 and delaySN50 on PagPN and
PagSN is that they can increase timestamps of paging messages by dPC. We
introduce constraints that define delays delayPN50constr and delaySN50constr
of notification messages. For each possible value of delayPN50 and delaySN50
we find corresponding values delayPN50constr and delaySN50constr such that
arrays of timestamps of paging messages PagPN and PagSN will not change. The
following constraints are implicitly universally quantified over 1 ≤ i ≤ nPrim,
1 ≤ j ≤ nSec and 1 ≤ k ≤ nBRj .

The timestamp of the first paging message of the primary notification should
be equal to the smallest value greater or equal to delayPNi − delay and divis-
ible by dPC. In order to increase the timestamp of the first paging message by
dPC, the delay delayPN50constr should be the smallest value that guarantees
roundupdPC(delayPNi − delay + delayPN50constr) > roundupdPC(delayPNi −
delay). This also holds for delaySNi and delaySN50constr .

Constraint (8) defines delayPN50constr

(delayPN50 i = 0 ∧ delayPN50constr i = 0)∨
(delayPN50 i ≥ 1 ∧ (delayPNi − delay) mod dPC = 0 ∧

delayPN50constr i = 1)∨
(delayPN50 i ≥ 1 ∧ (delayPNi − delay) mod dPC > 0 ∧

roundupdPC(delayPNi − delay) =
roundupdPC(delayPNi − delay + delayPN50 i)∧
delayPN50constr i = 0)∨

(delayPN50 i ≥ 1 ∧ (delayPNi − delay) mod dPC > 0 ∧
roundupdPC(delayPNi − delay) <

roundupdPC(delayPNi − delay + delayPN50 i) ∧
delayPN50constr i = dPC − ((delayPNi − delay) mod dPC) + 1) (8)

Let rPerCoqj = rPerj · k − 2 · dPC where k is index of paging message of jth
secondary notification, 1 ≤ k ≤ nBRj . Let r = roundupdPC(delaySNj − delay +
delaySN50 j)
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The timestamp of the (k + 1)th paging message of secondary notification
depends on rPerj ·k that makes constraints for the delay of secondary notification
more complex than for primary notification. In order to define delaySN50constr
we consider two cases. The first case defines the delay that increases the times-
tamp of the first paging message of secondary notification. The second case
introduces the delay that increases the timestamp of the (k + 1)th paging mes-
sage of secondary notification.

The first case requires that the Eq. (9) holds

roundupdPC(rPerCoqj + (2 · dPC + delaySNj − delay − r)) =
roundupdPC(rPerCoqj + (2 · dPC + delaySNj − delay − r) + delaySN50 j) (9)

Then by replacing the variable delayPN50 by delaySN50 and delayPN50constr
by delaySN50constr in the constraint (8), we obtain the first part of the con-
straint for delaySN50constr .

If the Eq. (9) does not hold, then we define delaySN50constr as

(roundupdPC(delaySNj − delay) =
roundupdPC(delaySNj − delay + delaySN50 j) ∧

delaySN50constr j = dPC − rPerCoqj mod dPC−
(delaySNj − delay + (dPC − 1)) mod dPC)

∨
(roundupdPC(delaySNj − delay) <
roundupdPC(delaySNj − delay + delaySN50 j)
∧

(((delaySNj − delay) mod dPC = 0 ∧
rPerCoqj mod dPC = 0 ∧ delaySN50constr j = 1)∨

((delaySNj − delay) mod dPC = 0∧
rPerCoqj mod dPC > 0 ∧
delaySN50constr j = 1 + dPC − rPerCoqj mod dPC)∨

((delaySNj − delay) mod dPC > 0 ∧ rPerCoqj mod dPC = 0 ∧
delaySN50constr j = dPC − (delaySNj − delay) mod dPC + 1)∨

((delaySNj − delay) mod dPC > 0 ∧
rPerCoqj mod dPC > 0 ∧ rPerCoqj mod dPC ≤

dPC − (delaySNj − delay) mod dPC ∧
delaySN50constr j = dPC − (delaySNj − delay) mod dPC + 1)∨

((delaySNj − delay) mod dPC > 0 ∧
rPerCoqj mod dPC > 0 ∧ rPerCoqj mod dPC >

dPC − (delaySNj − delay) mod dPC ∧
delaySN50constr j = dPC − (delaySNj − delay) mod dPC+

dPC − rPerCoqj mod dPC + 1)) (10)

Constraints (8)–(10) contain decision variables delayPN50 and delaySN50 . Our
goal is to replace these variables by delayPN50constr and delaySN50constr
in our MiniZinc constraint model, thus delayPN50 and delaySN50 should be
eliminated. For example, constraint (8) will be replaced by
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(delayPN50constr i = 0 ∨ ((delayPNi − delay) mod dPC = 0∧
delayPN50constr i = 1) ∨ (delayPNi − delay) mod dPC > 0∧
delayPN50constr i = dPC − ((delayPNi − delay) mod dPC) + 1), (11)

we add this constraint to the model and we replace the variable delayPN50 by
delayPN50constr in (1)–(5).

6 Proofs in Coq

We made several assumptions that are formalised in Coq as axioms.1 Constraint
(12) is based on 3GPP standard.

dPC ≥ 320 (12)

Constraint (13) is based on the property that the user equipment can read first
paging messages with delay less than dPC and we assume that radio base station
can receive first notification message with delay less than 50 ms.

0 ≤ delay < dPC + 50 (13)

Constraints (14), (15) and (16) are required by proofs in Coq, which use lemmas
of natural arithmetics.

rPerj > 2 · dPC (14)

delayPNi > delay (15)

delaySNj > delay (16)

delayPN1 and delaySN1 can be equal to 0, but we do not consider this case,
since then we set delayPN50 1 and delaySN50 1 to 0. Constraint (14) is a stronger
version of assumption we made in [11]. We assumed in [11] that rPerj > dPC,
but we did not take in consideration message delays.

We started by proving correctness of the constraint that was manually derived
for delay. However, while applying tactics in Coq, we found that some cases were
missing in the constraint. The parameter rPer did not occur in formula for the
delay. The constraints described in the previous section were derived by analysing
the required assumptions after applying tactics.

We proved in Coq that the delays delayPN50 and delaySN50 can be replaced
by delayPN50constr and delaySN50constr in the constraint model, that is the
solutions for arrays of decision variables PagPN and PagSN are not changed
after this replacement.

We split the proof into several lemmas and theorems, where we used Coq
library for basic Peano arithmetic. We formulated different theorems for paging
messages of primary and secondary notifications. Since constraints on times-
tamps of paging messages of secondary notifications are more complex, they
require more lemmas to prove.

The proof consists of several steps.
1 The Coq model is available at https://github.com/astra-uu-se/SEFM18.

https://github.com/astra-uu-se/SEFM18
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1. We proved general properties of roundupdPC. For example, we prove that

∀n, d ∈ N,
(d ≤ 50 ∧ roundupdPC(n) < roundupdPC(n + d)) →
roundupdPC(n + d) = roundupdPC(n) + dPC

2. We proved that delayPN50constr i ≤ delayPN50 i and delaySN50constr j ≤
delaySN50 j , 1 ≤ i ≤ nPrim, 1 ≤ j ≤ nSec.

3. We proved that

roundupdPC(t + delayPN50constr i) = roundupdPC(t + delayPN50 i),

and

roundupdPC(t′ + delaySN50constr j) = roundupdPC(t′ + delaySN50 j),

where t, t′ are expressions from constraint model.
4. Let t′ mod dPC = 0. We proved that

– if t′ < (delayPNi −delay)+delayPN50 i and t′ ≥ (delayPNi −delay) then
t′ < (delayPNi − delay) + delayPN50constr i.

– if t′ < (delaySNj −delay)+delaySN50 j and t′ ≥ (delaySNj −delay) then
t′ < (delaySNj − delay) + delaySN50constr j .

5. In constraint (10) delaySN50constr j depends on k. We showed that we do not
need to have two or more values of delaySN50constr j with different values
of k for the same delaySN50 j , delaySNj and delay . We proved that we can
always choose the largest value of delaySN50constr j .

From Step 2 we derived that

– delayPN50constr i ≤ 50,
– delaySN50constr j ≤ 50,
– if t > (delayPNi − delay) + delayPN50 i, then t > (delayPNi − delay) +

delayPN50constr i,
– if t > (delaySNj − delay) + delaySN50 j , then t > (delaySNj − delay) +

delaySN50constr j

Constraint (10) can be simplified by removing 2 · dPC, since we have expression
rPerCoqj +2 ·dPC = rPerj ·k−2 ·dPC+2 ·dPC. We add 2 ·dPC in order to be able
to use lemmas of natural arithmetics in Coq. We have delaySNj −delay − r ≤ 0,
but rPerj ·k−2·dPC > 0 by our assumption and 2·dPC+delaySNj−delay−r > 0.

7 Related Work

Because of the importance of network protocols there have been many case
studies on the application of formal methods to the verification and study of
network protocols. Some of the early work included the use of finite automata,
Petri nets and symbolic execution to verify the absence of deadlock and liveness
properties, see [19]. It is impossible here to give a complete survey of the field,
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(see [17] for a recent survey) instead we will concentrate on the use of theorem
provers based on type theory, such as Coq or Isabelle [16] to verify non-trivial
properties of network protocols.

One advantage of using a theorem prover over a model checker is that it
is easier to reason about infinite objects and hence prove properties that are
satisfied by every possible run of a protocol. In [9] a novel use of co-inductive
types, which correspond to infinite streams of data, was used to model and verify
the alternating bit protocol. While [9] used a process calculus that characterises
possible computation steps that can be performed in a protocol, the work in [5]
uses an algebraic approach that captures when two processes are equivalent.
In order to automate a hand-written proof of the alternating bit protocol, an
encoding of a rich and widely used algebraic specification language for concurrent
systems with data, µCRL [12] was formalised in Coq.

More recent work (see [3] and the references therein) on process calculi
in Isabelle has resulted in generic framework, the Psi-Calculus, that captures
many different process calculi. The resulting formalisation is over 32, 000 lines
of Isabelle code. In [7] an extension of the Psi-calculus was given to capture
the broadcast of messages and applied to a non-trivial wireless sensor network
protocol.

The use of interactive theorem proving for high-level constraint models in
languages similar to MiniZinc has been considered in [4,8]. In [4], the authors
show that almost all interesting properties of a constraints model, such as model
equivalence, are undecidable in general for languages as expressive as MiniZinc.
However, they illustrate that properties can be automatically verified when a
restricted language is considered. In [8] interactive theorem proving was used to
derive symmetry breaking constraints of models. The work in [4,8] considers the
general problem of reasoning about any model, while we consider a specific case
study where undecidability is not a problem.

All of the cited work so far has been concerned with protocols that do not
have a time component. In our application the timing of messages is of crucial
importance to the correct operation of the protocol. In [13] a real time protocol
is verified using HOL (closely related to Isabelle [16]). Further resulting formal-
isation is then used in conjunction with the theorem analyse the qualitative soft
real-time behaviour of the protocol. This is similar in spirit our derivation of
message delays.

8 Conclusion

We used Coq to discover a formula for message delay in a 4G protocol and proved
correctness of the formula.

We analyzed real logs from [11] with derived delays. However, there was an
impact on performance of large generated log analysis. We still can analyze logs
with large number of errors, but with a size smaller than in [11].

We found that Coq is a useful tool. It would be hard to do such proofs by
hand and the tool helped to construct formula for delay. We want to emphasize
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that interactive feature of Coq was very important, since the formula in the
initial model was not correct. Proofs are about 6500 lines, but we believe that
number of lines can be reduced by improving our use of tactics. Our proofs are
based on the structure of the constraint model used in [11]. The proofs could
also be done with Isabelle/HOL or PVS. In this formal development we rely on
Coq features related to inductive types and first order logics and last but not
least on Coq standard library (for modulo). We also used intensively the omega
tactic to solve some arithmetic subgoals. Why3 [6] could be an alternative for our
work, offering a large choice of automatic solvers and proof assistants. However
it depends on the way these solvers support the modulo operator. A perspective
is to apply this approach to other protocols with message delay to create more
efficient constraint model. An interesting question to explore is how to convert
automatically constraint models into Coq.
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